LaVille DECA participated in the 74th annual State
Career Development Conference in Indianapolis this past
weekend. It was a long weekend of business competition.
After all the dust settled, 45 Lancers were invited and
another 5 were selected as subs. Each of them represented
LaVille with pride and respect all three days.
The festivities were all initiated by the incomparable
Caleigh Loveless as she sang, earning a riveting applause and
cheers for her rendition of the National Anthem. Kate Beam,
the Regional President and LaVille senior, welcomed everyone with a well rehearsed
speech that let everyone know how the next two days would be
run.
After a 100-question test Sunday evening, students
prepared for a day of role plays on Monday. There were 25
various categories our students competed in against other
students from across all of Indiana. The team of Robby Pope and
Colyn Cashen were immediately called down as State Finalists,
guaranteeing themselves a Top 10 finish in their senior years.
As the dust settled, more Lancers collected some DECA
Hardware. Allison Medors was called to stage again this year,
earning a Medal for one of her role plays and earning herself a
RunnerUp spot for the International Conference this spring.
Reba Beehler was also brought to stage for the second year in
a row, also earning two medals for her distinguished efforts.
Kate Beam, after a long year of her responsibilities as a state
officer, was awarded a medal for her
event and an official invitation to
International Conference. Rounding out our team was Spencer
Tutorow, who earned a medal for his mental gymnastics in his
event.
“I am struck at the change our program has seen the
past four years,” says DECA Advisor Mr. Thomas. “These
seniors have never had a group go to state without earning
some new accomplishment. All of our success is due in large
part to the efforts of the class of 2020.”
Every year we receive compliments on the demeanor of our students, which
is a medal our community can wear with pride. Students are eager to go back again
to prove themselves, so preparation for next year has already begun. None of this
would have gone as smoothly without the help of Stacy Clark, Steve Stewart, and
Wanda Stewart as they served as chaperones for our group over the long few days.

